
COCA COLA
COCA COLA LIGHT
COCA COLA ZERO
FANTA ORANGE
FANTA CASSIS
SPRITE
CHAUDFONTAINE RED
CHAUDFONTAINE BLUE
FINLEY BITTER LEMON
FINLEY GINGER ALE
FINLEY TONIC
FUZETEA SPARKLING
FUZETEA GREEN
ALMDUDLER

HOME MADE SODA'S
Passionfruit | green apple | strawberry | raspberry | spicymango | pink grapefruit
All made fresh lime, mint and sparkling water.

Add a shot of vodka on the sly!+(€3,50)

FROM WALDEN WITH(OUT)LOVE
Strawberry, mango & basil. Nice and frozen.

PASSION FRUIT NO-JOTO
Passion fruit, soda-water, sugar-water, mint & lime.

FLUERE n/a GIN&TONIC
FLUÈRE is a distilled spirit just like gin, rum or mezcal. We just distil our 
non-alcoholic spirit a little more gently. Each botanical is distilled separately
and then blended by master blenders in the Netherlands. This is not the 
easiest or cheapest way to make FLUÈRE but it is the best.

FRITZ!
Limo apple-cherry-elderberry
Limo honeydew melon
Spritz organic rhubarb
Spritz organic apple

FEVER-TREE
Premium indian tonic
Mediterranean tonic
Clementine tonic
Elderflower tonic
Premium ginger beer

SCHULP JUICE
Organic apple
Organic pear
Organic apple-strawberry
Organic orange

CAFE LUNGO
ESPRESSO
ESPRESSO MACCHIATO
ESPRESSO DOPPIO
FLAT WHITE 
CAPPUCCINO
LATTE MACCHIATO
CAFE LATTE 
HOMEMADE ICECOFFEE
made with white chocolate, caramel & whipped cream.

FRESH MINT TEA
FRESH GINGER & LEMON TEA
HOT CHOCOLATE
with whipped cream. 
with black rum.

G&T'S
BEEFEATER
Lemon | orange | fever-tree indian tonic.

BEEFEATER PINK
Strawberries | fever-tree raspberry rhubarb tonic.

BEEFEATER 24
Grapefruit | clove | fever-tree  mediterranean tonic

DRINKS
DRAFTBEERS
JUPILER 25 cl | €3,20

33 cl | €3,90
50 cl | €6,20

€18,00pitcher  |

LEFFE BLOND

HERTOG JAN WEIZENER 30 cl | €4,70
50 cl | €7,80

25 cl | €4,60

5,7% alc. vol.

6,6% alc. vol.

LA CHOUFFE 25 cl | €4,60
8,0% alc. vol.

DE LECKERE SPECIAL

SEASONAL BEER

25 cl | €4,60

25 cl | €4,60

Ask our staff

Ask our staff

<25SHOW
YOUR ID

BLOND
GULDEN CRAEN

DUVEL

Blond beer from Utrecht with character.
Fresh bread aroma and citrusy and hoppy tones

After a 90-day brewing process comes an easy
to drink but heavy beer, with subtle bitterness

25 cl | €4,60
6,0% alc. vol.

33 cl | €4,90

KARMELIET 30 cl | €5,25
8,4 % alc. vol.

TRIPEL
A golden beer with a large creamy head, fruity
tones, lemony dryness almost reminiscent of quinine

RAZENDE SWAEN
A rich dark blond beer with a powerfull malt favour

25 cl | €4,60
8,0 % alc. vol.

8,5 % alc. vol.

SOFT DRINKS

HOT DRINKS
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NON ALCOHOLIC

€5,50
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Walden Free WiFi
Password: Waldenlove

Follow us on:

#DAYDRINKINGWELUVIT

#VROEGPIEKEN



WITTE VROUWEN
Refreshing organic beer from Utrecht. Unique and perfect mix 
of whitebeer and weizen.

VEDETT EXTRA WHITE
The perfect beer for in the summer, full and creamy without losing 
its freshness and with a touch of citrus.

FRANZISKANER HEFE WEISS
Bit sparkly ande refreshing weissbeer from Germany.

'T IJ - IJWIT
Popular whitebeer from Amsterdam. A real delicious thirst-quencher
and dangerously moreish.
 

IPA
VEDETT IPA
Hoppy aroma and fruity notes

DUVEL TRIPEL HOP
Every spring a new surprising twist on the regular Duvel 
because of the addition of a third hop.

'T IJ - IPA
Bold and very hoppy with a great grapefruit taste.

'T IJ - SESSION IPA
Delicious IPA, low in alcohol with a fruity character.
 

BORINGGG!
FRANZISKANER WEISSBIER 0,5%
An original German weissbier but almost alcoholfree.

JUPILER 0.0%
Refreshing alcoholfree beer.

LEFFE 0.0%
Pretty good beer for a beer without alcohol.

HOEGAARDEN ROSE 0.0%
Fruity alcoholfree white beer with hints of raspberry.

'T IJ FREE IPA 0.5%
Free IPA is a true IPA with only 0.5% alcohol. Hoppy aroma, 
fantastic tropical flavors. You can now really drink it all day long. 
 

25 cl | €4,50

33 cl | €5,15

APEROL SPRITZ
Taste the Italian sun in a fresh and bitter-sweet mix of Aperol,
prosecco and sparkling water.

CRODINO
Italian bittersweet aperitif without alcohol with a firm bite.

CAMPARI TONIC
Italian temperament, spicy and fresh. Finished with lots of ice,
premium tonic and a wedge of lime. 

LUXARDO LIMONCELLO SPRITZ
The delicious Italian lemon drink is even more refreshing with prosecco
and ice.

STRAWBERRY MIMOSA
Perfect hangover drink during your obligated lunch with your parents-in-law. 

VERY PEARY BELLINI
Lunch break drink? Enjoy this peary prosecco drink.

WHITE

AMBER/DARK
PALM
A Belgium amber beer, a bit sweet with hints of caramel and a 
touch of honey.

SCOTCH CTS
A Belgian dark beer with a soft sweet taste. Made its name 
with Crowned Tree Stout, but the scotch is much better.

CROMHOUT
Bold dark beer from Utrecht, with scents of roasted malt. 
Taste of dark fruits and a hint of caramel. Woody, hoppy aftertaste. 

 FRUITY
30 cl | €4,00HOEGAARDEN ROSEBEER

Naturally sweet, it has a rich fruity aroma with subtle hints of spice
and coriander. Hoegaarden Rosee is similar in body to the original 
wheat beer but is infused with the fruity zest of raspberries.

HOEGAARDEN RADLER
Beer aromatised with lemon and lime, with sugar and an artificial 
sweetener. Not filtered, naturally misty.

 

SUMMER VIBES

33 cl | €5,70

33 cl | €4,50

CORONA
A fresh light pilsner, perfect for the hot days 
when you want to feel like a Mexican.

DESPERADOS
tequila-flavoured pale lager beerd
 

SUMMER IN A GLASS!

COCKTAILS
FROM WALDEN WITH LOVE
50cc Absolut vodka, strawberry, mango & basil. Nice & frozen.

PASSION FRUIT MOJITO
50cc Malibu passionfruit, sugar-water, mint, lime & sparkling water.

MOJITO
50 cc Havana especial, sugar-water, mint, lime & sugarwater.

 CAIPIRINHA
50cc Cachaca, cane sugar and lime.

DARK & STORMY
50cc Goslings black seal rum, Fever-tree gingerbeer & lime. 

MOSCOW MULE
50cc Absolut vodka, fever-tree gingerbeer, lime & mint

SKINNY BITCH AKA MAGERE TRUT
50cc Absolut vodka, dash of Roses lime cordial, lime, lemon & sparkling water.

 THROWBACK (TO HIGHSCHOOL)
A surpringly nice drink with spirits you drank in highschool, made with 
30 cc Passoa and 30 cc Pisang Ambon & orange juice.

ESPRESSO MARTINI
25 cc Absolut vanilla vodka, 25 cc Kahlua shaken with cold espresso.

WHITE RUSSIAN
30 cc Absolut vodka, 40cc Kahlua & cream
 

CIDER&WINE
SOMERSBY
Apple | pear | blackberrycider

WHITE WINE
Sauvignon blanc
Chardonnay

ROSE WINE
Syrah

RED WINE
Merlot
Cabernet sauvignon

SPARKLING

 

25 cl | €4,60

33 cl | €4,50

50 cl | €6,00
5,0% alc. vol.

25 cl | €5,00

33 cl | €5,25

25 cl | €4,50

25 cl | €5,25

50 cl | €4,60
0,5% alc. vol.

0,0% alc. vol.

33 cl | €4,00
0,0% alc. vol.

33 cl | €5,50
0,5% alc. vol.

25 cl | €3,00
0,0% alc. vol.

25 cl | €5,00

25 cl | €5,50

30 cl | €4,00

BORINGGG

Glass | €4,00
 | €23,00

Glass | €4,00
Bottle | €23,00

Glass | €4,00
Bottle | €23,00

Glass | €4,50
Bottle | €25,00

5,0% alc. vol.

4,7% alc. vol.

6,5% alc. vol.

5,5% alc. vol.

9,5% alc. vol.

7,0% alc. vol.

4,0% alc. vol.

5,2% alc. vol.

7,2% alc. vol.

6,5% alc. vol.

3,0% alc. vol.

2,0% alc. vol.

4,6% alc. vol.

5,9% alc. vol.

€8,00

€3,50

€6,50

€7,50

€5,50

€5,50

Bottle

€8,50

€8,50

€8,00

€7,50

€8,50

€8,50

€8,50

€8,70

€9,50

€8,50

€5,65

25 cl | €3,00


